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Strategic Asia-Europe Education Partnership

Areas for Action/Cooperation:
• Increase visibility of and information on education systems
• Define/tackle obstacles to cooperation & mobility
• Promote structural cooperation & intensify cooperation in lifelong learning
Global Dimension of the Bologna Process

Strategy „The European Higher Education Area (EHEA) in a Global Setting“:
• Improving Information on, and
• Promoting the Attractiveness and Competitiveness of the EHEA
• Strengthening cooperation based on partnership
• Intensifying Policy Dialogue
• Improving Recognition
Global Dimension of the Bologna Process

**Improving Information:**
Bologna Website
Bologna Brochure

**Promotion:** not yet widespread

**Cooperation:** common practice for HE institutions

**Recognition:** crucial for international cooperation

**Policy Dialogue:** on-going at all levels; to be enhanced
Further Information

Bologna Website: www.bologna2009benelux.org

Study in Europe: www.study-in-europe.org
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